


Liberian national surfi ng champion Morris Sheriff throws down the challenge at Inner Cottons. ©EWING



Durban, Johannesburg, Accra overnight. Monrovia the 
next afternoon. Another night in Paynesville, then a four-
hour drive in the back of a UN-edition Toyota Landcruiser. 
Equatorial West Africa in the rainy season. It’s hot-yoga 
studio hot. 

Finally, the Atlantic beckons, with the promise of a hard 
reset. Control-alt-delete. Rinse and repeat. It feels as if the 
whole town came down to surf with us. 

There’s definitely swell, but the cross-onshore wind 
makes it hard to connect the speed of the point’s perfect 
bathymetry with the chop that’s running through the 
surface. Finally, member by member, our team and the pack 
of local surfers admit defeat; and drift back to Big Phil’s 
Guesthouse to unpack, or to the Surf Club for a beer and a 
conversation, and to explore the infrastructure of the newly 
constructed Robertsport Surf Club.

I stay out, trading waves with two kids, Amadu and Kelvin, 
slow-soaking in the ambient tropical brine. By early evening 
the wind has dropped, and the point is starting to have more of 
a say in the wave’s shape. I find myself out alone. 

At Inner Cottons, the long slingshot of a left ends right on 
the beach, and you just hop off your board and walk up the 
point to re-launch off the rock at the top. Finally I catch a 
runner, and feel that old familiar release and acceleration 
down the line. I manage a few coherent turns, feeling better 
with each one.

As the wave stretches out on the shallow sandbar, it offers 
just a hint of something overhead: I go for a kooky mid-face 
layback, and ride out into the flats. And jog up the beach for 
another run around, before it gets dark. 

There’s a man sitting on a rock under a big almond tree, 
watching. He has the stature of a professional football player. 
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Good swell and a bit of wind show off Robertsport's world-class bathymetry. ©EWING



destinations. So we decided: ‘Let’s go to Liberia.’” 
Chris begins his story over a cold post-surf Club beer at a 

plastic table on the beach in front of the Robertsport Surf 
Club. “If you do research on Liberia on the internet, you find 
that people always write: ‘If you go there, then leave your 
board behind.’”

Robertsport is a fishing town (population: about 4 000), 
where the mighty freshwater Lake Piso spills into the Atlantic 
Ocean. Half of the town is built on the shores of the lake; the 
other half faces the sea. Stretching south from the mouth of 
Lake Piso are a succession of the most spectacular left-hand 
point breaks your mind can conjure, all within walking distance 
of the village. 

To be a surfer here without a surfboard is basically a human 
rights issue. A great injustice.

This thought kept our Swiss duo awake. “We were in our 
tents at night, always talking about it. At the end of our trip it 
was horrible, because all the people wanted our boards, and 
we didn't know who to give them to… 

“And that's when we thought about how to get more boards 
to Robertsport.” Chris swigs his beer. “I mean, that was 
probably the moment when Provide the Slide was founded.” 

On their departure, the pair swapped contact details 
with Morris Sheriff, aka Short Morris, a big character in the 
Robertsport surf community – with a promise to send more 
boards. Back in Bern, they started. “We collected maybe 
around 20, 30, 40 boards, just from our friends.”

Chris works for an NGO called Velafrica that exports recycled 
Swiss bicycles to destinations in Africa, to support mobility 
and social entrepreneurship. In each container of bicycle parts, 
there is space at the top that could be filled with surfboards. A 
big part of the logistical puzzle simply clicked into place.

We’re the only people out here. As I walk by, he says something; but 
I don’t catch it. I’m feeling a little exposed. What does he want? 

“Excuse me?” I turn to face him.
He says it again, slowly, articulating each syllable 

deliberately, his voice like a bass drum: “Ah… may… zing!”
I smile broadly. Someone finally noticed! It feels like my very 

first compliment.
Welcome to Liberia.

In 2019, just before Covid, two European surfers – Simon 
Mendoza and Chris Klein (a Swiss and a German, although 
both reside in Bern, Switzerland) – visited the coastal town of 
Robertsport, in search of waves. 

“We saw a video of nice waves, left-handers. And we’re 
both goofy. We’re both interested in Africa, and also remote 
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Beyond the righteous stoke of sharing the activity we love – on 
an industrial scale – a big driver for Provide the Slide is to increase 
the sustainability of surfboards. By giving them a second life in 
Africa (and sending them cost-effectively and with a small carbon 
footprint, in containers that are already packed and bound for the 
continent), these boards achieve their maximum possible lifespan. 
They will generally only end up as unrecyclable trash once all 
possible usefulness has been extracted. 

It’s hard to explain the impact of these surfboards on a town 
blessed with world-class point breaks. Like many parts of 
sub-Saharan Africa, Robertsport has a large youth population, 
thanks to several good years of social and political stability, 
and improved access to health care and clean drinking water. 
Liberia’s next generation possesses a strong sense of optimism 
for their future. They want to move forward, improve their 
situation, and claim for themselves a better standard of living. 
For many, it’s not clear just how to do that… 

For the youth of Robertsport, having access to an all-
consuming, life-affirming and naturally therapeutic activity 
like surfing – that’s connected to an exciting and aspirational 
global culture, frequently reinforced by a succession of visiting 
international surfers – is no small thing.

Access to surfboards has transformed Robertsport into a 
bona fide surf town and radically altered the developmental 
trajectory of this West African fishing village.

“Surfing made me stay out of trouble,” says local fisherman 
and surfer Oscar Commey. “One day I’m going to make a 
difference. I want to pull out of my town with surfing. I want to 
go get more respect!”

Bring The Competition
But that’s only half the story. Kent Bubbs Jr and his partner 
Landis Wyatt are Canadian philanthropists who run the NGO 
Universal Outreach, which focuses on creating and supporting 
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French free surfer Damien Castera in the happy place, Outer Cottons, Robertsport. ©BOURBON



Patience Weah, 17, like many of Robertsport's 
youth, brings her own style and interpretation 
to surfi ng. ©HAINZL



economic opportunities in Liberia. 
They’ve been instrumental in setting up co-operatives for 

Liberian honey and coconut oil producers, with a number of 
spin-off activities and industries; everything from producing 
high-quality organic soap, to offering micro-finance and 
mentorship for young Liberian entrepreneurs. 

Kent and Landis are both enthusiastic surfers, and 
Robertsport has long been their personal Shangri-La. When the 
big batch of boards arrived, they encouraged the local surfers 
to use the opportunity to organise themselves.

“Surfers have been exploring this coastline for quite 
some time, actually,” Kent explains. There are stories of 
missionaries, mercenaries and aid workers stumbling upon 
the joys of Robertsport’s point breaks during the civil war. The 
obvious next step was to establish a surf competition. This was 
spearheaded by two ex-pat volunteers, Nate Calhoun and Elie 
Losleben, to support the local surf community

“Gosh, we had maybe 10 people in it,” Kent continues. “And 
it didn't matter if you were on a boogie board, a surfboard, a 

piece of wood. The rule was: if it floated, you could enter.”
That original surf competition has since evolved into the Liberian 

National Champs, and was a big enough cultural drawcard this 
year to attract weekend crowds from Monrovia and journalists 
from the BBC and Reuters. And in 2022 it crowned Short Morris as 
the Liberian national surfing champion.  But most importantly, 
the surf competition was the original impetus that led to the 
establishment of Robertsport’s community-owned surf club.

“I always said, the key to success here is to secure a piece of 
land on the beach. And I’ve been preaching that for 10 years,” says 
Kent. “Otherwise people with money are going to come in, and 
they’re going to buy up all the waterfront. You guys are going to be 
left hanging dry…”

Then, one day, Kent got a call from Varney Kazula, the local 
chief – and soon-to-be founding chairman of the Surf Club – 
saying: “I got land!”

Universal Outreach stepped in and helped to get the club 
registered. “So the land can be in their name. Then we got their 
by-laws and constitution going. And the club now owns the 
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property. They own everything over there.”
Just as this was kicking into gear, two French free surfers – 

Arthur Bourbon and Damien Castera – visited Liberia to make 
a surf documentary called Water Get No Enemy, focused on 
how surfing improved the lives of former child soldiers after 
the war. Swept up in the momentum of this fledgling surf 
community, they committed to help fund the building costs of 
the club through the media reach of their film. 

“Arthur’s been a huge help,” says Kent. “He started a 
GoFundMe, and that was a catalyst for us to really dig in. So we 
at Universal Outreach went back to our donors, and had a big 
event last year to raise the funds to finish the club buildings. 

“Right now, there's about six full-time jobs that have been 
created for club members,” Kent says with satisfaction. “And 
there've been tons of construction jobs. And now there's 
a greater market for food. So the market women benefit, 
because they're buying fresh food every day for the restaurant. 

“And you know, once the accommodation is built, they’re 
going to need cleaners, maintenance and repair people, 

hospitality and learn-to-surf coaches…” He stretches his arm 
towards the club, “It's really a job-creation idea.”

“No trouble in the water, no trouble, man!” affirms Massaley 
‘Samon’ Commey of surfing’s impact on his life. He’s one of 
Robertsport’s rising surf stars, now working as a chef at Big 
Phil’s Guesthouse. “I've spent my whole life surfing. It just 
makes me feel good. It’s an honest happiness, man.”

Let It Flow…
Since that first batch of boards to Robertsport, Provide the Slide 
has scaled rapidly, collecting boards throughout Switzerland, 
Germany, Spain and Portugal (the collection drives double as 
surf trips!) and sending them to fledgling surf communities in 
Senegal, Ghana, Sierra Leone, the Gambia and Ivory Coast.

“There was a certain chemistry…” Chris is explaining how things 
took off so quickly. “It sounds romantic, it sounds stupid; but 
somehow there’s a flow involved, which is really important.”

The flow led to Dan O’Sullivan; who as luck would have it, 
had already sent a bunch of surfboards to Robertsport through 
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an NGO he supports called Cross Cultural Care (C3). 
“Robertsport has been on my radar for a while. A friend from 

university is an ER surgeon and he founded C3, to send US doctors 
and nurses to Robertsport to volunteer. My wife and I have 
donated to C3 for over a decade, and we even helped get some 
boards shipped there, along with the medical supplies.”

When Dan read about Provide the Slide in the Swiss surf 
magazine Wave Up he immediately made contact. Then he 
joined the team, both as a donor and as a key advisor. And this 
connection just so happened to be at the same time as the launch 
of Switzerland’s first wave pool, high in the alpine town of Sion. 

“We got into the habit of having meetings out there,” says 
Dan. “We’d go and surf the wave pool, and then hang out in 
the campground next to it. And it was snowing, and the water 
temperature was just above freezing, and we went surfing… 
it was terrible!”

They agreed that the next surf trip would be somewhere 
tropical in Africa, to accompany one of the board shipments. 
Serendipitously, Chris had contacted Short Morris, to find out how 
things were going in Robertsport. “How are the boards?” he asked.

“They’re good,” said Morris. “Thank you.” And then he paused. 
“But you know what, Chris? You can do better!” 

Indeed they could. Provide the Slide set about collecting, fixing, 
packing and sending another batch of 40 surfboards to Robertsport. 
But this time, they made plans for the PTS team to follow the boards 
out, and expand on their sustainability agenda by running a ding-
repair workshop at the club. 

To do so, they enlisted the help of another collaborator, Stefan 
Weckert from Kun-tiqi eco-surfboards, who they’d met on board-
collection drives to the Basque country.

“But on the way, the boards got lost,” interjects Dr Valentin ‘Tino’ 
Janda, lecturer and researcher of sociology at the University of 
Paderborn, and one of Provide the Slide’s founders. 

“Yes, in Monrovia… no, at the border, from Ivory Coast to 
Liberia,” Chris nods. “And I was going crazy trying to fix it. We 
hadn’t heard anything for three days; and I was like, ‘The load is 
fucked! It’s finished!’ And Simon just shrugged, and said, ‘These 
boards will be surfed anyway.’”

“Yes!” laughs Tino. “The surfboard is not corrupted! People 
get corrupted, money gets corrupted. But surfboards don’t get 
corrupted. If you steal them, somebody’s still going to surf them…” 
He smiles. “It’s so charming!”

Miraculously, the boards resurfaced and were delivered 
to Robertsport a few weeks later. Provide the Slide had now 
delivered over 80 surfboards to the community.

“It's like propaganda,” Tino continues. “We're bringing boards 
that are needed; but we’re also creating a new narrative about 
Africa, through surfing.” 

“It’s an exchange,” says Chris. “In societies that have a lot of 
money, people are looking for connection. You cannot buy the feeling 
– that you helped another person who has the same passion as you.”
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your mentality, it’s wicked on your physicality, it’s wicked on 
the environment, it’s wicked on community. There’s nothing 
positive about the poverty mentality.

“But food is a great example. When you talk to Liberians 
about the food that they eat: it’s fresh, it’s natural, and there’s 
lots of it. There’s no one more food secure than Liberians. 

“In Canada, a grocery store only has three days of food in 
it. If the supply chain fails, there’s three days of food – in the 
middle of winter…” He looks up to make sure we’re following. 

“And so, we start to work everything around this idea of 
abundance. I’m fine. I’m good. I have food. I have a surfboard… 
And when you start to shift your mental state, then you move 
your life in that direction. Things fall into place that are along 
those lines, and you build on that." 

“We do it the other way around,” Tino adds. “We started with the 
fun part. We’re bringing in toys, so that people can enjoy themselves 
first. And then we can deal with whatever comes next.”

“I often ask myself, do these people need surfboards?” Chris 
adds rhetorically. “I mean, do they have water from a tap? Do 
they have electricity? Do they really need surfboards?”

“We fight the idea that if you’re poor, you're not allowed to 
have fun,” says Tino firmly. “And besides – no matter where you 
live in the world, it’s more easy to go to work if you had a surf in 
the morning!” 

Kent is mulling it all over. He looks out over the ocean, then 
back up towards the point, where a small set is unfurling in the 
evening gloam. “There is abundance here… but the narrative is 
one of scarcity. Poverty is a really wicked thing. It’s wicked on 
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“You have an abundance of waves, right? You have an 
abundance of fish. So we change the narrative, from woe me… 
to WOW me!”

A few weeks later, I’m back home, and speaking to a surfer 
about this uplifting experience in Liberia. I mention the name 
‘Provide the Slide’; and he kicks back with a classic surf grinch-
ism: “You mean, provide the crowd!”

Five words that neatly sum up the scarcity mindset that 
runs amok in western surf culture.

“Liberia is a place that legit needs economic development,” 
says Dan. “And tourism can drive economic opportunities; but 
most of the time, that happens in a distorted way, that doesn't 
really add a lot of benefit to the locals, and often results in 
negative outcomes.”

No doubt about it, the world is coming for Robertsport’s 
perfect point breaks. To harness the opportunity and balance 
the potential negative effects of commercial tourism, you need 
an empowered local surf community, who run their own breaks. 

The Robertsport Surf Club is exactly that.

Donate your old stick at

WWW.PROVIDETHESLIDE.COM

Support the next generation

of Liberia’s entrepreneurs at 

WWW.UNIVERSALOUTREACHFOUNDATION.ORG

 Got skills, and want to surf and make

a difference in Liberia? Cross Cultural

Care funds secondments in Robertsport for 

doctors, nurses and teachers: 

WWW.GLOBALC3.ORG

Daily bread. The view from the jump-off at Inner Cottons. ©BOURBON
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